Saccadic foraging: reduced reaction time to informative targets.
The study of saccadic reaction times has revealed a great deal about the neural mechanisms underlying neural decision, in terms of Bayesian factors such as prior probability and information supply. In addition, recent work has shown that saccades are faster to visual targets associated with conventional monetary or food rewards. However, because the purpose of saccades is to acquire information, it could be argued that this is an unnatural situation: the most natural and fundamental reward is the amount of information supplied by a target. Here, we report the results of a study investigating the hypothesis that a saccade to a target whose colour provides information about the location of a subsequent target is faster than to one that does not. We show that the latencies of saccades to a location that provides reliable information about the location of a future target are indeed shorter, their distributions being shifted in a way that implies that the rate of rise of the underlying decision signal is increased. In a race between alternative targets, this means that expected information will be an important factor in deciding where to look, so that 'foraging' saccades are more likely to be made to useful targets.